CAT® DETECT FOR PERSONNEL
Looking out for your most valuable assets.

DETECTION TAGS WORN IN VESTS OR HARD HATS

- Safety apparel fitted with radio frequency identification (RFID) tags.
- Strategic application of tags provides 360° protection around personnel.
- Tags stay with ground personnel as they move, wherever they go.

OPERATORS INSTANTLY ALERTED TO THE PRESENCE OF GROUND PERSONNEL

- Beam-shaping antenna monitors a tight, customizable detection zone.
- Wireless link relays information to a compact in-cab display unit.
- Bright visual display and audible alarm warn operators when tagged personnel enter the detection zone.

RUGGED. RELIABLE. ANY MAKE, MODEL, MACHINE OR LIGHT VEHICLE

- Easy installation. Ideal for mixed fleet applications.
- No false alarms. Detects only what is tagged.
- Low maintenance. Tagged items are washable. No charging required. Self-diagnostics ensure reliability.
DAILY RISK ANALYSIS
Detection zone intrusions by ground personnel drop to near zero.

Actual customer data during 30-day trial period of Cat Detect for Personnel. System reports provide data that helps supervisors build awareness and promote continuous safety improvement.

DAY TO DAY ANALYSIS OF CAT DETECT ALERTS

CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE:

USA: 1 866 936 3551   |   Australia: 1 800 000 228   |   Outside US/AU: 1 309 494 2751

Cat.com/safety

SAFELY HOME. EVERY ONE. EVERY DAY.™

Cat® Connect